[Knocking down rat Mecp2 expression by RNAi].
To find the valid siRNA (small interference RNA) sequence to knock down rat Mecp2 expression for the analysis of Mecp2 function by RNA interference (RNAi). A plasmid (pMecp2-RFP) expressing rat Mecp2 and marker gene red fluorescent protein (RFP) as a fusion gene was constracted. We first selected a candidate valid sequence by cotransfecting the pMecp2-RFP with 4 candidate siRNAs targeting rat Mecp2 to HEK293T cells respectively, and then identified the RNAi efficiency of the candidate valid siRNA by detecting its effect on suppressing the expression of endogenous rat Mecp2 in PC12 cells. siRNA sequence (5'-GCUGUGAAGGAAUCUUCUA-3') targeting rat Mecp2 mRNA 918-936nt was the valid sequence to knock down rat Mecp2 expression by RNA interference. As the target sequence was located in exon 4 of rat Mecp2 mRNA, we assumed that it could suppress the expression of Mecp2alpha and Mecp2beta at the same time. And as the target sequence was located in the coding region of rat Mecp2, we assumed that it could suppress the expression of both 1.9 kb and 10 kb of rat Mecp2 transcript. This study has laid the foundation for constructing rat Mecp2 knocked-down neuronal cell model to study the gene function of Mecp2 in brain development.